
SYMPOSIUM | 15 & 16 FEBRUARY 2022
MUSEUMS, RESEARCH AND DISCOVERY



Masterpiece London is delighted to host a programme of digital debate and discussion, co-
organised by the Fair and writer and critic Thomas Marks, to bring together pre-eminent 
museum curators and conservators with the leading figures in the art and antiques trade, 
with the aim of encouraging constructive discussion, networking and the exchange of 
knowledge and practical advice.
 
‘Museums, Research and Discovery’ is the sixth in a series of events that Masterpiece 
London launched in 2018 – and which since 2020 have fully embraced the possibilities of 
digital discussion, with recent online events focusing on conservation, artistic materials and 
the history of colour. This spring the focus is on museums as sites of discovery, exploring 
how research within museums can engender a greater understanding of their holdings; and 
how new forms of collaboration between museums, as well as between museums and the 
public, stand to bring new information about collections to light.
 
Over two days, experts will offer a range of perspectives on how museums and archives make 
art-historical discoveries possible – and how innovative collaborations and technologies 
are opening new pathways for collections-based research. What is the role of research in 
preparing exhibitions, conservation projects or making acquisitions, say, and how far does 
the potential for discovery motivate such activities? How are research findings in museums 
best communicated to the public? And how might the sharing of archives and digitised 
collections, and new modes of analysing them, give rise to fresh art-historical discoveries in 
the future?
 
As ever at the Masterpiece Symposium, attendees will be invited to participate in the 
discussion during the break-out sessions that follow the panels – with the aim of sharing 
knowledge and ideas. ‘This event builds on our online programme, which has aimed to foster 
better understanding of works of art,’ says Philip Hewat-Jaboor, Chairman of Masterpiece 
London. ‘The sixth Masterpiece Symposium will continue this thread by celebrating how 
museums enable art-historical research and communicate it to the public – and how museum 
collections offer opportunities to develop new methods of research.’

Register for the Masterpiece Symposium here.

MUSEUMS, RESEARCH AND DISCOVERY

TUESDAY 15 & WEDNESDAY 16 FEBRUARY 2022

https://us06web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUvduGhrD8iGNONAcct528BGY8dMI9ejcDO


Tuesday 15 February 2022
Knowing Collections
Panel Discussion : 5pm – 6pm (BST)
Break-out Sessions : 6pm–6.30pm (BST)

This session will explore how research within museums allows for the reconsideration of 
individual works or types of work, be that their facture, authorship, meaning, provenance or 
wider cultural significance. The conversation will cover the relationship between research 
and: display; conservation; exhibition-making; digitisation; and acquisitions. To what 
extent are collections rediscovered, in some sense, by successive generations of curators and 
conservators?

Panellists

Paola D’Agostino | Director, Musei del Bargello, Florence

Helen Jacobsen | Executive Director, The Attingham Trust

Francesca Whitlum-Cooper | Associate Curator, National Gallery, London

Katie Ziglar | Director, Ackland Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill

Moderated by Thomas Marks | Associate Fellow, Warburg Institute, London



Wednesday 16 February 2022
Modes of Discovery
Panel Discussion : 5pm – 6pm (BST)
Break-out Sessions : 6pm–6.30pm (BST)

This session will focus on how the sharing of objects, images and data between institutions, 
and between them and the public, can lead to types of discovery that might not otherwise 
be possible. The conversation will explore collaboration between collections; institutional 
transparency about provenance and other types of information; the possibilities for public 
participation in research; and how new technologies such as machine learning and computer 
vision might generate new ways of understanding museum collections. What might we 
discover in and about museum collections in the not-too-distant future?

Panellists

MacKenzie L. Mallon | Specialist, Provenance, The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art,
Kansas City

Rebecca Roberts | Project Coordinator, Arcadia MAHSA, and Research Associate, 
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

Pip Willcox | Head of Research, The National Archives, Kew

Louisa Wood Ruby | Head of Research, The Frick Art Reference Library, New York and 
Chair, PHAROS: The International Consortium of Photoarchives

Moderated by Thomas Marks | Associate Fellow, Warburg Institute, London


